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Legal system, as a kind of local knowledge, of the development direction 
is often determined by the historical and cultural environment. As a country 
with a long history of five thousand years, which inherited the ancient 
civilization, necessarily there are a lot of unique cultural characters, thinking 
ways and value concepts in the Chinese nation soul. In the present study of the 
west, and the development of modern Chinese legal system, if you ignore the 
marks that the ancestors left, it will inevitably lead to the chaos in the depths of 
the soul, and eventually cause that the social order is out of control. Therefore, 
legal scholars have the obligation to review the development of Chinese ancient 
legal system, and then they can explore the development direction of legality in 
China. 
The legal system of Qing Dynasty systematically inherited all of the 
previous dynasties’ legal tradition in ancient China, and it is the most close to 
the contemporary era in time axis. The legal system of Qing Dynasty is one of 
the best specimens to study Chinese ancient legal system. This paper hopes to 
observe Human Sentiment and Reason in the legal principle of “TINGSONG”in 
Qing Dynasty, to try studying the Legal basis and the core of the civil dispute 
solution mechanism in the “TINGSONG” in Qing Dynasty, to explore the 
internal cause of“TINGSONG”in Qing Dynasty how to integrate the dispute 
solution mechanism. Specifically, this paper first introduces the general 
situation of the civil dispute solution mechanism in the Qing Dynasty, then 
focuses on“TINGSONG”in Qing Dynasty, analyses the concepts of Human 
Sentiment and Reason as the Legal basis of“TINGSONG”in Qing Dynasty. 
Based on this, by sutdying the  relationship among Human Sentiment, Reason 
and law, it can be confirmed that the validity of “TINGSONG” in Qing Dynasty 














the Confucian spirit. It can thus be concluded that“TINGSONG”in Qing 
Dynasty became the core of civil dispute solution mechanism in Qing Dynasty , 
the internal cause is the independence of the social legitimacy and its 
considerable extent of restriction and influence on the the Qing Dynasty social 
law system. 
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数就已超过 1000 万件。③有清一朝，自公元 1636 年皇太极定国号为清，至
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